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Abstract
This article focuses on a proposed database of manoeuvres, which can be used to prevent conflict situations (reduction of
the minimum separation limits between planes). The presented database is part of a more extensive project, which involves
presentation of an expert system serving for automatic detection of conflict situations and for a proposal of their optimum
resolution in training simulations, which are used to provide basic training to air traffic controllers.
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1. Introduction
The issue of application of artificial intelligence for the
purpose of identifying optimum manoeuvres for avoidance
of aircraft on conflicting routes has already been addressed
partially in articles [1] and [2], which presented a polygon
for performing basic training and evaluated approaches to
the task of finding optimum resolution of conflicts between
planes with the help of a knowledge-based approach.
This article will focus on the second of three highlighted
tasks, which have been set for undertaking of the task of
finding an optimum resolution of conflict, specifically a
proposed database of manoeuvres for resolving conflicts
between aircraft in selected training simulations.
2. Conflict situations in air traffic
Conflict situations in air traffic are understood as a condition between two aircraft when there is a reduction of the
minimum separation limits between planes. The minimum
separation limits between planes are divided into horizontal and vertical [3]. Their values, applied for ensuring the
safety of real air traffic, depend on other circumstances (air
space categories, flying in Reduced Vertical Separation
Minima (RVSM), equipping of aircraft, etc.), but of course
for the needs of basic training the following rules have
been established:

the minimum required horizontal distance has been
defined as 5 Nautical Miles;

the minimum required vertical distance has been defined as 1,000 feet.
One of the main responsibilities of air traffic controllers
is to ensure that the required minimum distances are maintained between aircraft. Extensive training is necessary in
order to acquire these skills, and air traffic controllers obtain

these skills by completing simulations of various conflict
situations during basic training.
3. Options for evaluating a student's performance during basic training
A crucial skill obtained during training is identification of
potential conflict situations in air traffic and proposal of
the best possible solutions for conflict situations. Therefore, the student seeks a manoeuvre for avoidance, the performance of which will effectively switch conflict situations in simulation to non-conflict situations (the aircraft
will at all times maintain at least one of the required distances). The training instructor evaluates the student's performance, and both subjective and objective criteria are
used during the evaluation.
In order to increase objectivity in evaluation of the student's performance, a comparison of the student's solution
has been proposed not only with an optimum situation,
proposed by the instructor, but also with an optimum situation proposed by artificial intelligence, with the aim of creating new orientation points for evaluating the student's
performance. In view of the nature of the problem, has
been decided to apply a knowledge approach, which is
based on work with knowledge and its subsequent use in
intelligence systems.
From the examined variants (neurosystems, multi-agent
systems, expert systems) has been used the expert system.
The basic structure of the expert system consists on bases of
data, bases of knowledge and an inference mechanism. This
article will focus on the problem of fulfilling the knowledge
base of this system, specifically a database of manoeuvres,
which the system will use when proposing variants for resolution of conflict situations.

4.

Avoidance manoeuvre database

The avoidance manoeuvre database has been created for
the needs of selected training simulations, proposed for
conducting basic training of military air traffic controllers.
The flight simulations involve the flight of a pair of aircraft
with a polygon, and the student must come up with a solution to prevent a conflict situation from arising. The proposed polygon has been specified in [2].
The student will draw conclusions about the flight
course based on flight strips, abbreviated formats of flight
plans, which are presented to the student approximately 5
minutes before the aircraft enter the polygon. An example
of the shortened format of flight plans for aircraft A and B
in crossing routes is shown below in Table 1:
Table 1. Abbreviated format of flight plans, crossing routes
TA

NB 1

NB 2

NB 3

NB 4

EFL 2(FL)

EFL 3(FL)

EFL 4(FL)

ETP1(UTC) ETP 2(UTC)

ETP 3(UTC)

ETP4(UTC)

J39

CDE

BIB

AHA

ABC

400 kn

FL 110

FL 100

FL 80

FL 80

08:05 UTC

08:09 UTC

08:11 UTC

08:15 UTC

A319

BCD

GIG

OHC

DEF

460 kn

FL 100

FL 100

FL 100

FL 80

08:05 UTC

08:09 UTC

08:10 UTC

08:14 UTC

IAS (kn) EFL 1(FL)

The table presents the abbreviated format of two flight
plans, which have informational value about the planned
profiles of the route of aircraft in the polygon for basic
training. The profile of the aircraft is displayed via flight
parameters (TA, IAS, EFL, ETP).
The first column contains information about the type of
aircraft (TA) and the planned indicated air speed (IAS). In
the presented example, the simulation is participated in by
a JAS 39 Gripen plan (the actual air speed is 400 kn), and
another of the planes in this case is an Airbus A-319 CJ
(the actual air speed is 460 kn).
Each of the other columns provides three pieces of information related to passing the particular beacon: name of
beacon (NB), estimated flight level (EFL) and the estimated
time of passing (ETP). We can see that the aircraft meet in
the conflict zone at the same times and at the same flight
level, and therefore a conflict situation occurs.
The manoeuvre database, from which a manoeuvre will be
selected for preventing conflict, has been expressed with
the help of set M with a final number of elements, from
which a certain manoeuvre is presented. The manoeuvres
are understood as simple commands for changing the fligh
profil and are described in this format:

Performance command_change value_change location
The performance command represents a specific instruction to the pilot, the change value expresses the penetration of the performed manoeuvre (the size of the change
in the particular flight parameter in abbreviated flight plan
format), and the change location displays the parameter in
abbreviated flight plan format, which changes as a result of
the manoeuvre.
Set M has been defined in a basic format for two random aircraft on crossing paths as follows:
M = { p1, p2,...,p168 }, where:
p1, p2,...,p168...set M manoeuvres
Set M manoeuvres represent all manoeuvres that can
be performed via randomly selected aircraft A and B on
crossing paths. Therefore:
M = Q υ R, where:
Q... set of manoeuvres of aircraft A
R...set of manoeuvres of aircraft B
For the purposes of further examination, the manoeuvres have been further divided into groups (sets) based on
their type, and the following relationships apply:
Q = Q1 υ Q2 υ Q3 υ Q4 υ Q5
R = R1 υ R2 υ R3 υ R4 υ R5 , where:
Q1= {p1, p2,..., p20}
Q2= {p21, p22,..., p31}
Q3= {p32, p33,..., p42}
Q4= {p43, p44,..., p63}
Q5= {p64, p65,..., p84}
R1= {p85, p86,..., p104}
R2= {p105, p106,..., p115}
R3 = {p116, p117,..., p126}
R4 ={p127, p128,..., p147}
R5 ={p148, p149,..., p168}
Q1... set of manoeuvres involving a change of indicated air
speed of aircraft A
Q2...set of manoeuvres involving a change of flight level
of aircraft A by climbing
Q3...set of manoeuvres involving a change of flight level
of aircraft A by descending
Q4...set of manoeuvres involving a change of vertical
climbing speed of aircraft A
Q5...set of manoeuvres involving a change of vertical descending speed of aircraft A

R1... set of manoeuvres involving a change of indicated air
speed of aircraft B
R2...set of manoeuvres involving a change of flight level
of aircraft B by climbing
R3...set of manoeuvres involving a change of flight level
of aircraft B by descending
R4...set of manoeuvres involving a change of vertical
climbing speed of aircraft B
R5...set of manoeuvres involving a change of vertical descending speed of aircraft B

defined (applied during climbing to higher altitude in
flight), along with the set of manoeuvres involving a
change of vertical speed of descending (applied during descending of altitude in flight).
The resulting set M consists of unification of the specified sets and serves as a database of manoeuvres for avoiding planned conflict. An example of the part of the database displaying manoeuvres of set Q1 is shown in Table 2:
Table 2. Part of set Q1 manoeuvres
Manoeuvre Formal recording

Manoeuvres involving a change in indicated air speed
Manoeuvres involving a change in indicated air speed are
applicable only if the aircraft is located in the horizontal
flight phase. In accordance with the use procedures, the
particular sets of manoeuvres involving a change of travelling speed have been complemented by elements, which
contain commands for a change of the indicated air speed
(IAS) by multiples of ten nodes with a maximum possible
change of 100 kn (knotes).

Verbal description

Numeric

(command to pilot)

expression of
the manoeuvre

p1

acc_10_IAS(A)

Increase speed by

IAS(A)+10

10 kn

p2

acc_20_IAS(A)

Increase speed by

IAS(A)+20

20 kn

Manoeuvres involving a change in indicated air speed
Manoeuvres involving a change in indicated air speed are
applicable only if the aircraft is located in the horizontal
flight phase. In accordance with the use procedures, the
particular sets of manoeuvres involving a change of travelling speed have been complemented by elements, which
contain commands for a change of the indicated air speed
(IAS) by multiples of ten nodes with a maximum possible
change of 100 kn (knotes).
Manoeuvres involving a change of flight level
The elements of corresponding sets of manoeuvres involving a change of flight level will be commands for achieving changes in flight levels of aircraft upon their entry into
conflict zones (EFL 2), and the change is acceptable in the
range of 1 FL to 10 FL (flight level).
Manoeuvres involving a change of vertical speed
Manoeuvres involving a change of flight level are usable in
simple simulation situations, when aircraft move exclusively at the travel level. However, in more complex simulations, it may become necessary to perform an avoidance
manoeuvre while climbing or descending. In such situations, manoeuvres involving a change in vertical speed of
climbing/descending are applied.
Note: when setting performance commands for manoeuvres involving a change in vertical speed, certain specifics of the military environment were taken into consideration, and instead of the used command "reduce/increase
the speed of climbing/descending", the command that
should be used more often is "continue climbing/descending to...".
Based on the current flight mode, the set of manoeuvres
involving a change of vertical speed of climbing has been

p3

acc_30_IAS(A)

Increase speed by

IAS(A)+30

30 kn

p4

acc_40_IAS(A)

Increase speed by

IAS(A)+40

40 kn

p5

acc_50_IAS(A)

Increase speed by

IAS(A)+50

50 kn

In the table, we can see the part of aircraft A manoeuvres,
which are based on increasing of indicated air speed (IAS).
Based on the specific conditions of the occurring conflict in
simulation, a group of appropriate manoeuvres is gradually
selected to prevent a conflict situation between two aircraft.
The selection is carried out via filtration, when impossible
manoeuvres are eliminated (based on set criteria).
4. Conclusion
This article has focused on a proposed database of manoeuvres, which can be used to resolve conflicts between
aircraft in selected types of simulations. The database of
manoeuvres has been expressed with the help of set M,
which contains a total of 168 elements (manoeuvres), each
of which represents a hypothetical solution for the planned
conflict.
The manoeuvres have been created based on an analysis
of used types of manoeuvres, depending on the possible
flight profile of a random aircraft, respecting the conditions
and philosophy of basic training.

The created database contains manoeuvres effectively
divided into groups based on types (manoeuvres involving
a change of indicated air speed, manoeuvres involving a
change of flight level and manoeuvres involving a change
of vertical speed).
The scope of set M has been selected in order to ensure
sufficient variability of manoeuvres, and the set is intentionally over-sized, mainly due to the need to apply it during more complex conflict situations.
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